Recent developments in micro/nanoscale engineering have led to realization of various miniature mobile robots 1, 2 , however, the most significant bottleneck for further miniaturization of mobile robots down to micrometer scale is the miniaturization of the on-board actuators and power sources required for mobility. Biomotors are deemed to be one of the most promising choices for on-board actuation. They are advantageous over man-made actuators because they are much smaller (micro/nanometer overall sizes), and are capable of producing more complicated motions. More importantly, they convert chemical energy to mechanical energy very efficiently. The main drawback of the biomotors is that isolating and reconstituting them is a complicated task with low yield 3 .
Also it is difficult to interface them with electronic circuitry. On the other hand, using biomotors inside the intact cells is simpler because no purification and reconstitution is necessary; simple nutrient such as glucose is provided and ATP or ion gradients are generated by the cell. Most importantly, sensors are already present in the cell and integrated with the motors. Lastly, more complex organelle can be used; hence more sophisticated motion can be generated 4, 5 . Therefore, in this work, flagellar motors inside the intact cells are used for actuation. The power and actuation are harvested from the bacteria while they are provided with the required chemical energy source and preferred environmental condition 6 .
To demonstrate the feasibility of using bacterial flagella as bioactuators, 10 µm 
is the diffusion coefficient, t=6 s is the time, k B is the Boltzman's constant, T is the absolute temperature of the solution, η is the dynamic viscosity of water, and R is the radius of the particle. This value is about 100 times smaller than the observed displacement of the bead and this confirms that the PS bead is actually propelled by the attached bacteria.
The average velocity of the bead shown in 
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Mobile PS beads were fabricated using the procedure described earlier.
A l µ 10 sample was placed in the imaging enclosure and was observed using an × 60 oil immersion phase objective. A 10 µm PS bead which had approximately 8 bacteria attached was tracked for 6 seconds. Fig. 2(a) This can take up to 2 seconds. However, here the only factor which may delay the bacteria response is the diffusion time of the copper ion or EDTA which is insignificant for the small test volumes.
In conclusion, the feasibility of using bacterial flagella for controlled propulsion at microscale is demonstrated in this paper. It is shown that several S. marcescens CuSO is added, (b) after
